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Introduction to Private Land Mobile Radio (LMR): Dispatch, LTR, APCO, MPT1327, iDEN, and TETRAAlthos Publishing, 2004
This book explains the different types of private land mobile radio systems, their basic operations, and the services they can provide.

If you are involved or getting involved in land mobile radio technologies and services, this book is for you. This book covers the basics of private land mobile radio systems including traditional...
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Influence Without Authority (2nd Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
At some point, almost all of us will find ourselves in the same bind at work: we know what needs to be done and how to do it, but we can't get the right people on board. The risk is allowing frustration to become resignation—or unproductive retaliation. Fortunately, the new and improved Influence Without Authority, Second Edition offers a...
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Losing It! Behaviors and Mindsets that Ruin Careers: Lessons on Protecting Yourself from Avoidable MistakesFT Press, 2012

	Why do otherwise brilliant and successful leaders fail – and often do so dramatically? How can you prevent your own career “train wreck” by learning from their experiences? This book distills the core causes of executive failure, demonstrates how to identify them in your own behavior – and helps you to eliminate...
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Sams Teach Yourself UNIX System Administration in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
In the wake of the highly successful Sams Teach Yourself Unix in 24 Hours, this book focuses on the additional Unix commands that an advanced user or beginning system administrator needs to know in order to administer and maintain a Unix system.  The book includes coverage of the key Unix variations: Red Hat Linux, Solaris, HPUX, and Apple's Mac...
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Rattiner's Review for the CFP Certification Examination, Fast Track Study GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A CFP® Study Guide that delivers what you need to succeed!
   This quick study guide for candidates preparing to take the CFP® Certification Examination covers the bare-bones essentials needed to pass this challenging exam in a logical and easy-to-absorb manner. Covering some of the most important disciplines of...
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Developing IP-Based Services: Solutions for Service Providers and Vendors (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
Offering new services is a great way for your organization to drive traffic and boost revenue, and what better foundation for these services than IP?  This much is a given.  The difficulty is uniting business and technical perspectives in a cohesive development and deployment process. 


Meeting this challenge is the focus of...
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QuickBooks 2006 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Make daily, monthly, and occasional financial chores a whole lot easier!     

QuickBooks makes managing your business finances a lot less painful, so you can concentrate on what you do best. This friendly book makes using QuickBooks simple too! You'll find out how to set up QuickBooks for your business and use it to prepare invoices,...
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Eclipse Plug-ins (3rd Edition) (Eclipse Series)Addison Wesley, 2008
Build commercial-grade extensions to Eclipse and WebSphere Studio Workbench
This is the first definitive, start-to-finish guide to building commercial-quality extensions for both Eclipse and IBM's WebSphere Studio Workbench. Leading Eclipse developers Eric Clayberg and Dan Rubel don't merely introduce the basics: they show how...
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Decision Analysis for Management JudgmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In an increasingly complex world, decision analysis has a major role
to play in helping decision makers to gain a greater understanding of
the problems they face. The main aim of this book is to make decision
analysis accessible to its largest group of potential users: managers
and administrators in business and public sector...
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Startup: An Insider's Guide to Launching and Running a BusinessApress, 2011

	“If I was going to start a new business today I would be sure to study and pay close attention to Kevin Ready’s new book, Startup. His wisdom, experience, and his self-effacing and honest writing make this a real gem for aspiring entrepreneurs and business people of all kinds.”

	—Bob Beaudine,...
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Computer Forensics For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Uncover a digital trail of e-evidence by using the helpful, easy-to-understand information in Computer Forensics For Dummies! Professional and armchair investigators alike can learn the basics of computer forensics, from digging out electronic evidence to solving the case. You won’t need a computer science degree to master...
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Next Generation Excel: Modeling In Excel For Analysts And MBAs (For MS Windows And Mac OS)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Take Excel to the next level in accounting and financial modeling


	In this new Second Edition of Next Generation Excel, Isaac Gottlieb shows financial analysts how to harness the full power of Excel to move forward into the new world of accounting and finance. Companies of all sizes use financial models to...
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